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A CRITICAL STUB* OF TYPE II SUPERKOVAE:
EQUATIONS OF STATE AND GENERAL RELATIVITY
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ABSTRACT

The relevance of rclatlvlstlc gravitation and of the properties of nuclear natter at high den-
sity to supernova explosions Is cxanlncd In detail. The existing empirical knowledge on ttie
nuclear equation of state »C densities greater thsn saturation, extracted from analysis of
heavy Ion collisions and fron the breathing mode In heavy nuclei, is also considered. Parti-
culars of the procpt explosions recently obtained theoretically by Baron, Coopexsteln, and
Kahana are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

I will be principally interested in hydrodynamlc simulation of supernoi/ae explosions generated
In massive stars which hive burned to an exclusively Iron core near Che Chandrase'k'har Unit in
nas>« 1 will also aentlon In conclusion the '9 Hp initial oodel of Nomoto and collaborators
(198&) vhlch has a core containing oore variation in species. Ed Baron, Jerry Coopersteln and
•yself (Baron, Coopersteln, and Xanana, H9B5b; Baron, 1965.) have found • way to generate ex-
plosions by a prompt shock aechinlsa, but In the process have stirred up •ooethlng of a
hornet's nest in the nuclear physics comnunlty. Over fie year*, tvo Mjor classes of oechan-
lsa have been propossd. On* approach stele* an ejection cf the stellar aaatla and envelop* by
an explosive shock created in a core bounce after collapse, A second approach would have the
exterior regions blown off by Che energetic neutrinos produced aoiKuhat after collapse. loth
of these scenarios are present in the classic papers of Burbidge, Burbldge, Fowler, and Hoyle
(1957), and In the intervening years early work iy Colgate and collaborator* (I960, 1966} uma
carried out along both lines. Host recently, several, authors (Hazurek, Coopersteln, and
Kahana, 1980, 1982; Hilton, 19B0, Arnett, 1982; Hlllebrandt, 19B2) have emmined the collapse
and subsequent shock formation with apparently negative result*. Artificial initial nodels
(Cooperateln, 1982; Cooperateln, Bethe, and Brown, 1984) for the degenerate Iron core can lead
to exploalona, but attenpta to begin with the realistic evolutionary oodel* of Weaver and
Woosley and collaborator. (UUZ, 1976; VWF, 196S; WW. 19B5) have uniformly ended with a
stalled, accreting shock.

The aass range 10 H, 5 H i 10D H. is expected to contain all type II progenitors. Recent work
by Noaoto and collaborators (1984} on a M - 9 H» stellar nodel, although clearly * possible
Type II progenitor because of the hydrogen present, seen to be better placed in ? special
category, yielding a collapsing core containing appreciable amount* of carbon, neon, and
oxygen, and silicon at veil as "Iron." Initial quiet evolution in the nore massive stars,
over 10-100 alllion years, ends with a core consisting only of elements near iron in atonic
mincer, supported by degenerate electron pressure. Collapse is first triggered by photodlsi-n-
tegratlon of Iron, then by the pressure drop following rapid S-capture, and finally halted hj
the stiffening of nuclear natter at high density. Bounce occurs uh-n densities at the outer
edge of the hoaolo£ously collapsing portion of the core reach nuclear saturation values. A
shock is Inevitably foroed, at or near the radius vhere Infill and sound velocities match,
i.e., at the sonic point (see Fig. S)» In question then is the outward propagation of this
shock through the reoalnlng dense aaterlal in the core, vhlle additional Material continues to
rain in.

DISCLAIMER
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The eventual fate of Che shock 1* determined by the Initial shock energy and by the losses
suffered along lta path. The Initial energy In the shock Is clearly 'borrowed from Ihi gravl-
tatlcnal well, and the loaara result from dissociation of nuclei and froo neutrino escape.
Interestingly ( although the collapsing core u n Is almost all men-relatlvlstlic nuclei or
nucleir cutter It 1B supported by the pressure of a highly relatlvlatlc, dcftemerjif.e, lepton
gas* The adlabactc Index C./Cv lor «uch a tystea 1« T " V 3 , end the non-rclrUivl«tlc vitial
CheorcB tell* ui that th* ixtal core energy atarta clote to zero* The entropy 1« Initially
low and rercsino low throughout collapse (Bctlic and collaborator!!, 19793; thus the process Is
essentially adlabatle and the total tJR'rjjy Btayg CBGIH1 to st'rr) throughout* At in.Tnlinum ifum-
ptcsslon, tMo sere core energy Is divided between approximately 100 • 10*' ergo (10U f>uLBJ)
of negative gravitational energy and 100 « l(jsl orj;a of internal energy* Since only perhaps
one foe ccirglng In the shock Is sufficient to -unbind the *unt]e and envelope {'hound toy a few
tenths of a foe) as veil as produce the required visual "illnplay, one cist be predated to cjriy
out an accurate calculation on a delicately balanced system.

The early work of Mazurek, Cooperstcln, and Kahans (!3?fi» 19fl2), eonilrced In calculations Iby
Vllson (1980), iUllcbrandt {1982), Arnett £1982), began with the 10-25 MlB nodels of Weaver,
tioosley, and Zlnnernan (VWZ, 1978) and found stalled shocks. It vas argued t*« excessive
nuutrlno escape and dissociation uere responsible for tlhe enfeebled shock. However, the iWM2
ciodels ascribed a aass of 1.S1 Mo to the Initial Iron core. The shock could slrply not
triiverse so inch dense naterlal In the highly compact core. In further work by Veaver.
Woo3ley, and Fuller i[VUF, 1982) the onlsslon of lisportant 3-capture channels was corrected,
the Initial electron fraction Tf| lowered, and hence the effective core =ass '(recal3
MfChandresakhar^ -S-S yj) was reduced to nesr 1.36 Mo. We shall see that, though the VUI" rore
Is core diffuse than that of MMZ, we vere still unable to successfully slculate Type II super-
novae.

In the present lectures I ulsh to outline and critically evaluate the steps cy collaborators
E. Baron and J* Coopersteln and rayself followed towards achieving a procpt explosive mechanism
by a hydrodynaolc ahock. Ullsoa and collabDntor*, In a series of Interesting calculations
(tfllion and Sethe, 1985; Hayle, 1965), have Indicated that a stalled, accreting, shock may 'be
revived at later tlnei by neutrino heating. Arnett hai further suggested tJ'9fi5J that convec-
tion oay alio play a role In reviving exhausted shocks. I will oj'ke just a lew coanentu about
convection later, but have essentially no difficulties with Hilton's calculations except to
note neutrino resuscitated shocks appear to be on the weak side and to add that where a prompt
explosion occurs no revival la necessary.

Our developaent (Baron, Coopersteln, and Xanana, 1983, 1985a, 3985b) depends critically on the
equation of state used for nucl-sr sstter at nigh density and on the Introduction of relativ-
lttlc gravitation Into the collapse phase. I will therefore spend considerable time on a dis-
cussion of the equation of state (COS) and vlll only develop the hydrodynamics sufficiently to
familiarize the uninitiated and to outline the Incorporation of general relativity. The
neutrino transport schemes employed, although of considerable Importance, will be referred to
only In passing.

la addition to the uncertainties engendered by the hydrodynaialc Input physics, our calcula-
tions, and those of others, are subject to the theoretical volatility of the Initial aadels.
Over the past decade we have seen the masa of the collapsing core decrease from 1.51 M, to
1.36 H e, and then for stellar masses 5 18 H a have been faced with cores greater than 2 H.a.
The reasoning leading to this latter bifurcation In core types Is equally Mi compelling as In
the earlier analyses. Unfortunately, It Is unlikely that a procpt explosion can occur for
such heavy cores. Just what 1* needed In the vay of explosions for generating the necessary
nucleosynthesis Is also uncertain. A successful explosion must be followed out In time to the
point where evolution Is essentially complete. Only then can a consistent picture of
nucleosynthesis emerge.

THE EQUATION OF STATE

Role in Supernovae Studies

Driven by the exigencies of the supernova problem, we have in earlier vork {Kahana, fiaron, and
Coopersteln, 19B3; Baron, Coopersteln, and Kahana, W85i) employed as sleple an equation of
state as permitted. Such an approach is Justified not only from calculatlonal necessity,
I.e. reduction in computing tine, but also from informational reality. Considerable theoreti-
cal knowledge and experimental constraint can be brought to bear on the nuclear equation of
iC. E. Broun Is responsible for the unit I foe <• JDS1 K*£B.



state at densities betou the saturation value p3tx!>, * * 2/A, for nornal -nuclear matter* At
higher density* however, l i t t l e Is known fronj laboratory leKpGrimont. A second poiTit In favour
of simplicity 1» the restricted sensitivity of the collapse calculations to various corcjioncnts
In Che equation of state. Baldly put, the collapsing stellar core near maximum compression
senses come average compressibility at saturation and sose average adiabatlc 4>-idex over a
range of densities frea pfl to perhaps 3-4 p., and l i t t l e else. Too sharp a rise in pressure
Jult at saturation denslry oay be exceedingly h3taful. The equation of state vc employ re-
flect! the United sensitivity.

Another relevant Issue to keep In nlnd, nlsoi'd by ainy earlier wortwro, lo the actual environ-
ment In the stellar core at coltapoc. If) jiartlcular, the charge to naiiu ratio, 2/A • Vc vliops
Co the value x " .32 because of B'cdpture.

For densities greater than pfl{Z/A), equal to 2.4 « K)1* ga/co3 for 2/A • 173, tiu sugseotcd tlio
slople fora

for the cold nuclear pressure. Here KD Is the nuclear nodulus of Inconpresslblllty at satura-
tion, i.e., u • 1, sni at the charge to aass ratio Z/A, vhile -y is the limiting adinb.-tic
Index at high density. Hie corresponding nuclear energy per baryon Is

E M - V b u l k *ZB* i ^ j j - u '" 125

with Wbulk - I - 36 + 29.3(1 - -2|)z] HeV O)

*.'.-J a cold coapresslonal energy

The therail energy la (!) 1* that of a flon-lnt^raclliig iFetol gas, iflcDrttorjting correlation
effecti only through the effective s»8i in the Feral energy

«tf,0 - P | / 2 » * ( P F ) . 155

Introducing the cold leptonie pressure and effective leptco fraction

CeXeffJ*'3 «}

/ + 2 1 / 3 »»'3 {7}
eff electron v

and obtains fot the combined (cold) pressure

F ' PL * *X • m

and tdlabttlc Index

One notes that the cold adlabstlc Index at saturation

nn • */3 + KC/KL ,

Is Independent of y. Figure 1 display* ?„ *«M» «q- tl> as a function of density «nd para-
setrlcally of y.
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f ig . 1. Pressure versus densities are given for the Saron, Coopersteio, Kahana high density
equation of state for two values of the parameter y (the high density adiabatlc
Index) in eq. (1). For comparison, the sane curve Is shown for a very stiff equation
of state '(Brick Wall) in an artificially constructed model.

Density and Incoecresslblllty of Asyasetrlc Matter

S«call al»c, as I have Indicated above, that in the collapse environment B-capture has reduced
the electron fraction. I .e . Ye to near W3. The ineompresslblllty Kfl 1» a strong function of
the atyataetry of nuclear natter, a point first made in Baron, Cooperstein, and Xanana U'985)
and allied by aany authors In this subject. Using knouleflge of the synoetry energy, iBCK
arrived at the dapl l f led cxprcsiions

K0(l/2) :[ ]-a(2/A-I/2)* J

l-t>(2/A-l/2)Z ]
(II)

which for a»2, b"3/4 aatch well the calculation* cf KolehBalnen and collaborators O'9S5),
Since

(111)

It Is clear that sooeuhere between Z/A • 1/2 and completely asymmetric neutron matter,
Z/A » 0, KD(ZM) oust vanish; the ««rur«ion Minima bersoci a point of Inflection and then
disappears. Host oE the softening ve require frosi the Slalzot [19603 value for K^il/21, that
I later discuss, results from the extrapolation exhibited in Eq. (11)*

The developaent In this section runs contrary to the oft-stated opinion that asyscwtrlc s i t ter
Is "stiffpr" than •yoaetrle Batter. This stateaeot Is presumably based on the true but mis-
leading changes In effective forces expected as one goes towards neutron-rich matter. The
only unique density at uhlch t« c i te a conpresslon aodulus ts the saturation value ofl,f2M5.
Cl-arly frost eq. ( l la) this lticonpresslblllty decreases as Z/A •• 0, I . e . , asysnetrlc aatter i s
softer at saturation than Is symnetric natter; this effect i s heightened by the lip.]2 factor
in ( l la) coupled to the behaviour of ,p0 (Z/A) exhibited in ( U ) .

Wuclear Cocaresalbllltv Information froa low-lyltig txcitatlonsi Ijndau Theory
I would now like to consider briefly just what Information we have about U<s>} and K0iC2/A3 at
the densities achieved in the central core at bounce. For <iucl«ar .natter i t i t frequently
convenient to follow the Landau development for Feral-liquids,, although perhaps aore funda-
aental information derives frrn Iruzckner-llfce calculations with 'both finite and zero range
forces. My development here follows that of Blaiioi :[19BO5. The energy functional

E(p) - Vc[,p) , V the VOIUM

la considered for small fluctuations in the 1-partlde 'density natrlx p about the isolated
ground state value. An effective single particle Kamlltonlan and a particle-bole interaction



ate defined by

and

Introducing the Wlgner (Fourier) transform,

f. I " |)

one obtains the energy

and In a zero-range approximation the particle-hole interaction

'7; - f(k,fca»R> 5(R - R1) -

E.J — ~ — -
Sear the Fernl surface fCjk^'v 1« a function only of the angle Jt-Bt*, and it can he (expanded in
Legendre functions

f(k,k') - 1/SO I FtPt(k-k«)

with Kg • (3/2) pg/cp the density of states at the Feral surface. Eq. {175 constitutes a
definition of the faalllar Landau paraeefer* F( In terns of vUc'b osst nuclear parameters,
sear saturation, can be expressed, for cxinple, a static density fluctuation 5p ptoducec an

oetr equlllbrlua

whence
K, - 6 ef(l 4 t0)

Is the Incoapresslblllty at saturation. Also the effective mass Is related to another landau
parameter

•*(pr) - •!» 4 i
1] , ' <20)

vhllc the Telocity of (first} sound Is given by

4-ih1'2-
For stability It appears F8 > -1 and J- > -1.

A zero-range density-dependent force

yields the enerjy functional

3 •

3R k

" 10a " lP»



Finally then K» - a/o, - lfi£°i + d[- 2flfiL • 22. ) . » 7 • 212d HcV «24)

for k » 1.35 fa~* and - — ~ - • 16 «eV. For d varying fron 1/3 to - 1/3, corresponding ef-

fectively to an Increasing range of force. Kg varies between 238 HeV and 9b HcV.

If we could compare the energy of the Giant nonopole resonance seen In heavy nuclei directly
with the oound propagation In uniform nuclear mttcr. It would be .i nlmplc tank to curacc a
saturation conorcBsioillty. Unfortunately, even In EO large a nuclvun an lu.id, the nuclear
surface plnyo an loportant role. The angular frequency of the brcathlnc mode for J finite
nucleus can be written

, <r >,Q the mean square nucleon

vlth an effective fInlt • nuclear lncoiBpresilblllty ocdului

426)

(ccnpare to Ka • 9p0
S { j ] for uniform nudtar satter) .

From • mass formula approach Blaicot 119B0) finds

KA " 9 far)«+ .n* ~ . * symmetry teros + . . .
• *0P HJ Ann A

In tenu of volune, Coulosb, surface (o - surface tension) terms, and symmetry ternn. For •
finite nucleus ps(A) * P8(-) <nd even the first tern In (27) is not the infinite natter
cottprtsilblllty,

i-1 J
Figure 2, borrowed fro» Blalrot (19B0) to illustrate this point, shows the results at a *elf-
conslttcnt RFA calculation of the position of the giant aonopole state (CHS} in 9'sZt »nd 29iRb
as a function of Kg.
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The RPA predictions of Slaliot for the Breathing aode in 2lDBPb and SB2i tonpared to
the experlaental values (dashed l ines) . The vertical lines Indicate the calculations
for different forces used la the SPA. Bl and SI, which giv« results closest to
experiment, are both finite range forces, uhlle Skynw forces Sk,, S1V, and Sl it
a l l j ive lar*«r conpresslbilltles and disagree vlth 'experiment (see Iliizot,, 3950).
The infinity in Ks (<nd po't—> above) refers to the infinite natttr Hal t .



A nijor problem In this standard treatment of finite nuclear compressibility is jppareiit ta
the relation (19) for Kg(l/2) in term of Fo ana a*. The effective mass Is evaluated at the
Feral surface, vhereas Che tingle particle (hole) states Involved In the finite nucleus KPA
are appreciably reDoved froa Pp. The well publicized difficulty In reproducing known :sIngle
particle levels above and below the closed shell nucleus 2B83>b, with the currently popular
quasi-zero range farces like Skyrtno and Its variants, i s a strong warning In this regard. The
two particle correlations In the RPA shift the nonopole resonance some 14 MoV downwards, and
are an added eocpllcatlon. I personally feel ve are a long vay from pinning down the ineon-
presslbility of nuclear natter at saturation. NcvertJiDicoo, I feel Slalzot's cuETjary value
K0(Z/A • 1/2) • 230 £ 30 HeV Is an honest and useful eotSoate.

Kelatlvistle ligavv Ion CollloionB
The analyses of reiatlvlotic licavy l©n uxjiurlnentB performed at Lawrence Batkclcf Laboratory
(Stock, Harris, and collaborators, 1982, 19BS, Guatafseon, Cutbrcd and collaborators, 1954}
are also viewed as a eosmentary en tlic i.uelear EDS. Tvo differing phenomena, j>len production
In heavy Ion collisions or the transverse iBoncntua distributions of collision fragoents, aze
used to deduce indorsation on the state of natter. The extraction >jf an Infinite catter
coupresstblllty fron such analyses Is complicated In rtls Instance by the non-equitl'srium
nature of the actual collision and perhaps also by the iairly hl.gh "icmpet-aturcs

Ic the case of plon production (Harris and collaborators, 19S5; ;Klta«oe and collaborators,
1985) the reasoDlo^ Is slnple; energy generated In the nuclear medium by collision Is divided
Into conpressional and theroal conponents, with only the latter available for pions. One
imagines a division of nuclear matter Into tvo ifiBions, one collision-free or >unshocked. and
cne shocked. In *Alch all pions are generated, tresupposlng chemical equillfcrluo for the two
baryon species H as£ &, one obtains for the plon nultlpllclty

The relatlvlst lc Xinklne-Bugonlot equations applied for a one-dioenslonal geooetry

arc then used to derive the conditions in the shocked region 2 (with velocity field »j.,
pressure ? 2 , energy density e3 , and Lorentz factor t 2 ) froa the known state of noraal
nuclear matter *1-"0(l/2) In the unshockell region 1.

The fora of the cospresslonal energy used la the tSL analysts {Stock and collaborators, 19823
Is Che so-called parabolic dependence

Mlth T. » - — • u* (u - 1} O3b5

»nd r(») » 3 + - 3 - $31c)
11 A

One aust take care in al l descriptions for the pressure to prevent the sound velocity
[c , / c ) 2 - {3?'tcJs froa exceeding light velocity. Eqs. (31) can be coopated to SCK, eqs. (1)
and (4) . Froa (31c) It appears the parabolic fora, for equal KBa generally Is st lffer than
BCK with 7 - 3 .

Baron, Brovn, Coopersteln, and Frakash (I9B6) have attempted to pursue a fundamental deriva-
tion of the high density EOS by introducing necessary relat ivist lc effects. Figure 3 from
these authors presents comparative results for <ajj> iron BCK and from the parabolic fora.
Clearly with KJ - 400 HeV, an even st l f fcr EOS than afforded by T • * In BCK, for which tne
parabolic and I S foras are roughly equivalent, ! • required by the data. The stlffer the EOS
employed, the less energy available for pions. A cold compressibility of KD - 600-fiOO MeV
seeas necessary to f i t the plon data (Xltazoe and collaborators, 19B4).
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Heavy-Ion plon production. Cocparlsons cf SCK for ir=2,3,4 and of the "paraiollc"
EOS i»lth the data for the number of pions/iaryons, <ra^>, produced in iheavy ion
collisions, from Baron and collaiorators (39863. The data is best fitted by an
even stlffer EDS with Kj(l/2) - K ^ • 6D0-BD0 HeV.

Baron and collaborators (1986) argue Chat the nuclear EDS Is Indeed suffer »t hljher tempera-
ture, €.j, at the !• 3D HeV reached In the experiments. Their argucent exploit* Che weaken-
ing In the attractive temor farce occasioned by higher avcrago excltntlon energies In coliid-
lnf aucter. Slolltr conclusions, but not so extrene with respect to the degree of stlffncsi.
follow frra an snalysls of sldeueys Iloi# In tieuvy ion collision! tCuscaflsuji ̂ nd eollalbora-
tori, 1985} Holltorls and Stoeker, I93S).

This li again Illustrated In Fig. A, which susaarlzes results {torn both * production and flow
in heavy Ion collisions. Many problens arise In the extraction of Kj froa <mt>s finite
nuclear size, one-dlMnslonal geonetty, plon Absorption in uns'ltocUed material. Most of these

Theortlicol EOS

O.O O.4 0:6 o:B 1.0

4 . Susnary of energy versus density curves favoured by data for pion production thatched
area) and transverse flow Ithe cross-hatched reg ion) . Also shown i s the soft theor-
e t i c a l EOS obtained by Saron, Brown, and col laborators O9B6) at zero teoperature.
These authors suggest the difference betueen theory and Lxperlnent may be explained
by the changes i n the EOS produced at the 70-100 MeV temperatures of the
experloents*



effects suggest i», has been overestimated theoretically, and hence the Kg extracted I
overestimated* In any case one oust take very seriously the problem associated with bringing
such a high value for Kg In line with either the theoretical studies of nuclear matter or with
Ch« properties of the breathing node In heavy nuclei.

This disagreement* already present between the two different analyses of nuclear properties
considered, Is again exhibited In the hydrudynamlc evolution of iBtcllar collapse I nuu turn
to. Ironically, it Is only In the distant stellar laboratory that truly uniform nuclear
carter obtains In conditions of chenlr.il and thermal cquillbriun.

HKDR0DVNAM1C SIMULATION: KEMTOMIAH

The iiydradynamlc schcric 1 discuss here Is booed on a Newtonian code developed by Coojierutein
(1982) and used extensively In earlier work with ny collaborators (Saren, Coepenitcln, and
Kalians, 1983, 1985a, 1985b). The force equation being studied for a spherically oyometrlc
distribution .of natter with velocity field l)(t,t) is

pf<r,t) - - G • 1325

with P - P, + Pi,natter * rlepton'

The nass a(r) within the sphere radius r provides a Lagranglan coordinate for the problc-ra.
Supplenentlns C32) one oust have soae treatment of the only non-equilibrium aspect of this
problem, neutrino transport. Vilson (1980) has Included a ODIC complete diffusion approach
in his calculations, and these provide a normalising standard. In SCK O9B4, 19B5a,b) two
approximate treatments are ecployeds (1) trapping at some density plus free-streaming, or
(2) leakage (Epstein and Pethick, 1981). The leakage scheme perclts neutrinos to escape from
all rones In the star, and was conservatively designed to cvexestinate the escape. Energy Is
explicitly conserved In all these Lagranglan schemes.

The Newtonian alsnilstlons performed following the early work of ttasurek, Cooperstcin, and
Kahini (I960, 1982) were Intended for answering one question: Miat Is the sensitivity of
shock stalling to the nuclear CDS above (and just below) saturation density? We recpgnlzed
early on that little constraint Is provided here by laboratory experiment, and also we felt
that the shock energy would be clearly enhanced by a softening ot the high density matter.
Increased gravitational compression of the "spring" in the stiffening matter would leave the
final hydrostatic core sore bound, and could result In the Increased transfer of energy to the
shock. The realistic Initial nodels used were those of «HF {1982) with central entropies of
0.67 per baryon {In units of leg) and with a core suss of approxinately 1.36 M,, such Co lie
preferred to the 1.51 M, core of UVZ (1978).

0.0 0.6 O.B
MASS tM0D

5. The ionic point is displayed for two artificially constructed Newtonian models* FAIL
and EXT. The dotted lines refer to the model FAIL, which produced a stalled shock,
and the solid lines refer to model £XT(TREH£), vhlch ended In a successful explosive
shock. Mote the small aass difference between the fcreation of the sonic point in
the two aodels (indicated by the arrows on the abscissa). This small mass difference
Is quite Important to the shock propagation.



Other, artificially generated, models uerc examined to study the effects of a softer £05 and
also to study shock energy loss during outward propagation. Table I, reproduced frura 1BCK
(19B5), Illustrates the role of the EOS, while Fig. 5 iron the MIDC source 5'houa the rela-
tionship to shock propagation of the mass coordinate for the sonic pDlnt just after the last
good 3>oaolo£y. The pressure wavcB reaching tiic cdp,e of the ihoraolofiouD core at this time mjr;t
generate a shock at the sonic point. Tlic latter ID core likely to s u i t If It 8>m to traverse
marc tugs during Its pannage outwardo.

TABLE Is The Effect of Enn.itIon of State on 'Shock far.icx'iorfl lor Two ttndolo

Initial Hodel

(BCK) I (a) 0,6
<b)

<c)

(VWT) II (a) 0.67
(b) 0.67

KB

220
ISO

120

220 '
120

If

2
2
2
2
2

tka)

300

835

O2DD)

360

320 i

£
Snast

(etc™3) " 5

4.67

5.54

6. OB

•4-80

5.60 !

%
Ooeo)

0.30

0.64

0.96

1.47

1-BD

Model 1 Is artif icially constructed uith core IMSS M£lDrc • 1.32 Jlo jnd
Model II Is that of IMF (19855- RMX Is tha largest radius reached by the
shock befor'; stalling. In He) the shock Is latgisally Sbecessful In eject-
ing the oantle. Ooâ i t'.a naxlnura central density reached during collapse,
1* to be ccopared with poi(Z/A) • .321 • 2.3 * W** jsm/cm3. The cnei-gy E5,
a oeasure »t shock energy discussed In BCK USBiJj Is evaluated when the shock
1* at the Ligrsnglan coordinate H • 11.21 M8.

Ve concluded from our studl*» of the EOS In * Newtonian set'Clng that Indeed shock ensrgieB
vere enhanced. He tupped out the losses per unit mans traversed by the stiock, but uere forced
to accept the unlikeliness of • pronpt explosion In the realistic evolutionary nsdels. Ons
Interesting point, hoi/ever, vas the rapid Increase In central density associated ulth the
softening of higher density nuclear natter.

SIMULATION! CENERAl SEUTIVJSHC GRAVITATION

Tha SchwarxachlU radius of sow 2 km for a hosologou* core of 0.7 Mo, which collapse* to
15-20 km In. radius, coupled to the cancellation of core Internal and gravitational energies,
alluded to above, suggests that the effects of general relativity cannot be Ignored. The
softer EOS further aotlvates tha Introduction of relativity, since non-linear gravitational
effects are larger for tha Increased central densities. At first sight the •crcngttieaing of
gravity Inherent In general relativity will lead to deeper digging Into the .gravitational
potential. However, this strengthening aay also produce a smaller honologous core, and hence
force the shock to traverse sore natter on its way out. Indeed, early work by Van Riper
(1979) and Takahara and Sato (1964) suggested general relativity slight be harmful to shock
health, but Van Riper noted the possible sensitivity to the EOS. It Is the unique combination
of the softer COS and relativist!'- gravitation present In our calculations that changes the
picture.

The Newtonian force equation (32) Is replaced by {see Mlsn-r and Sharp,

o r It

with a gravitational aass

*%GRP Cn
.,2 ~ «2 '

T 133)

Sta)
«,t) - J

0
E/c2)nR

and where n Is a conovlng Lagranglan coordinate in terns of which the metric Is

• e 2 * dn2 + Jl2dBJ . OS3
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The factor T in (33) It related to the radial oetrlc coefficient by

(36)

vhll* th» specific anthilpy la u - 1 + E/c* + —J .

Thlf nettle oust be Hatched to an exterior SchMrzccMld solution at come lcv-icnsiiy
• -»g<t),

RC* - 2CM/RC:

thus introducing the total nass-energy M ulthlo this surfa-e. The stress energy tensor is
taken CO tc thai of a perfect fluid (u • rest Bass density)

TUW - pdl V + P gUW . (38 >

Equation (37) oust be solved using (38) and the £05 for Che pressore, toficther vltb the energy
equation, defined in the cc-ovlng systea

{39}

Here S Is the rate of energy loss In escaping neatrlncs and c* a (snail} reuirino rtdshlft.
Solving the Elosteiu equations yields explicit lore; for 4 and T» in particular

The zero oE Internal energy, eustourlly defined with respect to ito;i, inuse here cs'ke
of the dynamic, gravitational) reft ms!».

The nachefflatlcal procedure followed (Baron, 19.65} It standji-d finite JlH'erencinj: jn Initial
guess Is aide for the fora cf f> talclnj; 5 • n in i(4:D); thence ™:> and «• can be determined, and
the acceleration equation (33) solved* r is thea uptttti, the energy equation {393 solved,
and the cycle repeated. A leapfrog differencing scheme is used to estimate quantities at
tlau when they are not knovn. All of thlf vit tested for pi*ssureless collapse (freefali)
where an analytic solution exists, and found to be aden>jately «;curate. Pseudo-viscosity,
spread over three zones, handled the xhock discontinuity. Finer inning provided further tests
of accuracy.

1000

100

,1.35

0.19

The radius *s a function of time for a collapsing general relatlvlstic aotfcl.
(12 M,, with T * 3, lCjjd/3) - 140 MeY ] . The numoers on the right hand elde
indicate the total enclosed miss In units of ti,- The dotted line denotes the
approxlcate position of the shock.
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so
2.9

0,0

-2.5

-9,0

-7.S

1 
1

1
1 

1

'?* ~<£^

/

i j

• r
• 1 - 1 -

r lfl« ;

CO 0,2 0,4 0.6 CB
MASS 1MB!

1,0

TiSi_tm The v e l o c i t y prof i le* for Model 41 (12 M8 oodel with y - 3 and K f i( l /3) • 140) at
se lec ted la ter t i n e s . Clearly, the shock i s success fu l , propagating to the edge
of the radial gr id .

RESULTS

Out general relatlvlstic calculations have been performed using the Initial models of Weaver
and Voosley (1985), with draaatlc results. 1 have already referred to these latest models In
the Introduction, but note here they resenble WJF 41982} in structure for Si S 15 M,,, having
iron cores with sasses near 1.36 H Q . However, between H • 15 JL and 29 H, a sudden change
in core Bass appears in the UU analysis, a jusp to core susses i 2.0 Kg. This discontinuity
results from faster rates used for "C(oiY* **> (golfs, 1986) and depends on the fornation or
non-foroatlon of a carbon-burning shell. If the carbon-shell fores, Its large entropy creates
« barrier to further burning ending tn Iron. This is the case for the lighter initial stellar
•asses. Table 2 is a summary of nuoerlcal experiments carried out for several Initial;models
differing In their pannetrlzation of the £05. Figure f> and Fig* 7 contain radius vs *lme and
velocity profile! for the 12 H4< aodel 41 of Table 2. Reasonable choices for Kg{l/2), very
dose If not wlthlti the range obtained by Blalzot O960), und for T values neat those expected

Table 2 Description of Calculations

Model

32
33
38
40
41
29
42
43
44
45

Hats

12
12
12
12
12
15
15
15
IS
IS

US"
(HeV)

220
220
ISO
160
1B0
220
ISO
180
140
90

K0(0.33)

(HeV)

220
170
1*0
140
140
220
140
140
120
90

2
2
2 !
2
3
2
3
2.5
3
3

GR

no
no
no
y*»
y«s
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

•r
P0C(>.33J

1.7
2.0
2.3
12.0
2.1
1.7
3.1
4.1
3.3
4.0

^e*p
(foes)

—
O.I
3.2
o.a
—
-
1.7
-
0.8

Elost
«oes>

2.6
2.1
3.2
2.2
3.3
2.1
2.5
3.4
3.2
3.2

The colunn labeled GR refers to vhetner general relativity or Newtonian
gravity was assuaed. Ka(0.33) refers to the value of the nuclear Incon-
pressiblllty at saturation density vhen there are twice as aany neutrons
as protons (Z/A » 0.33). For aodel 33 the fora of the ittcoapreBSlblllty
was taken to be that of eq. 11 with Kg*" - 220 HeV, while for models 3S and
40-43 Kjy» was chosen to be ISO HeV. Model 44 had Ka(x> * 140(J-1.3(1-2K) 25
and the other aodel* {29, 32, 45) had Kg - constant at the value given In
the table, y refers to the high-density adlabatlc index discussed in the
text. ;Pc*x is the maximum central density achieved just prior to bounce.
Eexp is an esclsate of the explosion energy neglecting the binding energy
of the mantle and er.velope. Ko entry in this column neans the shock failed
to reach the edge of the iron core. £j o s £ is the total neutrino loss vhen
the calculation was stopped (roughly 50 oilllseconds after bounce).
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froa purely theoretical considerations, result In viable prompt explosions "lib e g
adequate to account for any visual display. I wish to reemphsslxe that most of the softening
fro» the near ZOO HeV value of Kg(1/2) coaes from the well understood extrapolation to
asyonetrlc matter. Although one continues to characterize the nuclear £05 uith Kj,(I/2) It is
the value near Z/A - 1/3 that 1* most loportant for su->«rnova calculations and not the history
between Z/A - 1/2 and 1/3.

0.0

Fig. 8. The sonic points just after bounce fcr a collapse nodel with general relatlvistlc
hydrodynamics I dashed line) or vltlh Newtonian hydroJynani rs {solid lln->). The
Lagranglan aass coordinate Is smaller for relatlvistlc gravitation. This hurt*
the outer propagation of the shock.

'Successful" explosions la these calculations are most succinctly characterized by the tuxiBua,
central density achieved during colls;** (see Table 2). This nay veil be misleading, since
phase changts to quark-gluon or other exotic foras of natter are excluded In our work, e.g.,
at sufficiently high denglty one expects hidron setter to coexist vltii two-flavour quark
utter. Nevereheleis, a high central density signals that the unfavourable aspects of general
relativity, viz. the snaller homologous core (see Tig. 8) anil the perhaps stronger gravita-
tional force the outuard-novlng shock oust fight against, have been offset by an Increase In
the energy transferred to the *hock Ire* the gravitational well. .An unexpected, but import-
ant, further advantage of stronger gravitation Is occasioned by the faster collapse of the
central core. The shock foras faster and will thus meet the lnfalling outer core zones at
tlaes when the latter are at lower density and falling slower. The passage outward la thus
cased considerably relative to ttuct of the Newtonian ahedc. A clear sign of this effect va*
Che discovery la the calculations that, despite the Increase In gravitational energy of the
Inner zonea, the total core gravitational energy decreases In magnitude relative 'o Newtonian,
at tl«s relevant to shock propagation. The effect Is further illustrated in th- density
profiles In Fig. 9.

0.0 0.2 0.4 o.6 o.e i.o
MASS 1MB)

1.2

Density profiles near bounce for the sane collapse Model In Fig. 8. JTI this case
general relativity (dashed line) clearly produces a nore favourable .configuration
for ahock propagation.



To summarize the results: In Table 2 for the reasonable choices j • 2.5 and K^t.335 - 140,
corresponding to K0(l/2) • 180 MeV, one finds explosion energies near 2.D foes In the general
re.atlvlstlc calculations. Lower shock energies are indeed acceptable, and one could probably
produce prospt explosions tor the 12 Hfi and 15 He VW osdels with KD(D.5D"I • 21)0 MeV, i . e . very
close to the Blalzot (1980) value. These shock energies are not to be taken too seriously at
this point, partly because of the uncertainties In our paranetrizations and partly because the
calculations should be followed further Jo tine, nevertheless, sufficient energy has been
generated to eject the non-core regions of the star and account for the visual display of a
supernovae. Equally certain is that tl.» remnant of such an explosion will be a neutron star,
although Its actual observable mass remains in tone doubt.

NEUTRON STA?. MASSES

A possible constraint on the KQ,Y used In the nuclear COS msjr remits from a study of the
hydrostatics of neutron star tcanants. Inordinately soft nuclear natter would be unable to
sustalc the 1.4 H, cass observed for known neutron stars. For example, dropping the constant
tern in *i). (1) yields

u* (41)

an appropriate nOD-saturatlng EOS for neutron natter, presumably, hut unfortunately not nec-
essarily, the parameters in {41} should natch those in J3CK, eo, (1); i.e., Kg.Sg, and If In
(41), are values extrapolated to 2/A » 0. The very lav density regions of the neutron star,
for which p < p0 are, better described by f « 5/3; however, these regions having low nass play
only a small role in determining the total mass of neutron stars. The static equilibrium cal-
culations with eq. <41} are veil approximated tiy

m JL r—S—ii"'* if 2_.ft_». (425

In tens of the polytroplc Index n, i.e. t - 1/n.

Froe Table 3, based on *qs. 41 and 42, one night conclude t - 3.S is required. However, one
could easily Imagine a density variation In the adlabatlc Index which ikejst T lov in the re-
gion* lnport:ant In collapse while having y rise sufficiently for p 2 3 to accoBnoda'te known
neutron st/r oasfes. Such a choice uauXd also go a long v*y towards explaining the Berkeley
heavy Ion experiments mentioned earlier. More work on the EOS It required for both the col-
lapse and neutron star phases, and certainly oore fundamental theoretical votk incorporating,

other things, the nuances of phase changes.

Table 3 Maxima Weutron Star Masses

T

2
2
2
2
2.25
2.25
2.25
2,25
2'.«7
2.67
2.67
2.67
3
3
3
3

VMeV)
120
HO
ISO
220
120
140
180
220
120
140
180
223
120
1*0
ISO
220

Mmax'fH.)

0.70
O,7i6
0.86
9.95
0.96
1.02
1.13
1.22
1.37
1.43
1.54
1.64
1.67
1-73
1.85
1.94

WfltCH,)

0.72
0.7S
O.S8
0.9B
0.96
1.02
1.13
1.23
1.37 I
1.44
l.SS
t.6t
1.70
1.77
1.8B
1.98

The naxlmum neutron rtar aasses for various values of y and Kg for the
polytroplc equation of state discussed In the text, eq. (41). The column
label MJJ^ is th» result of a numerical integration, while the column
labeled Mfjt tabulate* the values of our fit (eq. 42} to these results.
We present the results for the parameter ;p,0 • 2.0 « 10

3"* g/cn1.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we note, no Newtonian calculation with WH initial wodels yields sufficient
energy to disrupt the (tar. The w i t favourable cace Cor K-C.33) - 1*0 MeV and ir • 2 (»Ddel
38} yields a shock which propagate* off the aachematlcal grid, but whose .1 foe energy cannot
orercooe the few tenthj of a foe binding of the mantle and envelope. There Is a threshold of
•oftntM in nuclear utter beyond which the effects of general relativity become helpful Co
•hocks. Shock energies arc enhanced over Newtonian value* by an order of magnitude reasonably
clo»e to thli threshold In Kg(.33) and ».

The WW initial models for star* oo.e tussive than, perhaps, 1 8 ^ , possessing iron cores
greater thin 2.0 Ha 2n sass, vlll not explode; there Is almost iso chance for a tiydrodynsmic
shock to be viable in such a nasslve core. Perhaps the delayed ncutrlino-Jieatl'mi! scenario of
Wilton (IMS) 1« then appropriate. However, the use by nature of note than one means of pro-
ducing type 11 supernova appears inelegant. Arrett (1995) ilia put forward yet another nechan-
lsn for reviving stilled shocks: convection generated by the gradients In ¥e anil entropy
behind tha shock. lathi and Brown UV86) have eitanlned this possibility for the oodel 4i of
BCK (Tabla 2) and conclude that although convection 1* indeed possible sufficiently far behind
the shock, the detail* of the natter and energy distribution render autb conviction
unfavourable to further progress of the shock.

1 hive In this presentation stretched ihe permissible range of paranetera In the nuclear EDS
only a bit, being at the low end of incoapressibilltles permitted by the analysis of Blalzot
(1960). One m;t cose to terns with the data from relatlvlstic heavy Ions, bat I have alteaiy
Indicated the analysis of heavy Ion collisions 1* at odds with explanations Iron the breathing
•ode.

To finish off this critique of the nuclear EOS I refer to one more piece of work. Motivated
by the results found by SCK (1985b), Brown and Osnes (19853 have reexamlned •ysnetrlc nuclear
utter. la particular they consider the landau sun rule

" -3 2

where C,' arc Landau coefficients alallar to the F t but for (pin and isospln dependent parts
of the Interaction. Ta'.-.ing Cs* ftoa knowlfdge of the gtant Canow-Teller (NO resonance,
assvalng C, and r t are aitall, i . « - , that exchange forces are short range, *nd also that P,
is small, these authora obtain F. / (1+FO) » - 1.37 or r ( • - 0.58. At the Feral surface
these authors alto argue that a*/a • 0.9 rather than the 0.7 generally obtained in trueckner
calculations, and finally obtain Kt(l/Z) - 106 »4eV. This 1» a aurarlslngly lov «alue, ««tll
below the requlreaents of the supernova calculations discussed here, but this analysis does
Illustrate the uncertainties present In Che derivation of the ZOS.

Undoubtedly we have not yet heard the end of this tale , although 1 believe an isportant water-
shed has been reached. Initial aodel* s t i l l retain the capacity for terror, for exaaple a
drop In core vaases below 1.25 H, would dissolve a l l diff icult ies , while an appreciable in-
crease In con BUS would prevent any proapt shork froa succeeding. Finally, the derail* of
nucleosynthesis oust be followed hydrodynaalcally for a successful shock-produced explosion,
and thus the Initial stellar aaas range required to partake In supernova, for an adequate
description of the known eleaental abundantr.es, would be defined.

LESS MASSIVE STARS

In this laat brief addendua to my talks I vould like to mention current work on a 9 H s initial
•odel being carried out by Baron, CoopersteiTi, and Nnmoto {who la visiting Brookhaven this
year} and «yself» This nodel of Monoto and collaborators (1982) is another source of contro-
versy. In the calculatlcnr of Hlllebrandt and collaborators at Munich (1983} the 9 M, aadel
has been successfully and vigorously 'exploded,* but In the calculations of Burrows and colla-
borators at SUKX Stony Brook (1986) the chock fizzles out. To add to the confusion, we have
reexaained this aodel and find lc teetering on the edge. The outer core regions exhibit a
precipitous drop In density, and £ finer zoning sends the shock considerably further out (froa
100 to 600 ka}« Surprisingly, the collapsed core In the calculations Is pulsating in radius,
well after the bounce and during the outward shock propagation. Some difficulties for shock
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propagation result In this raodel from Its rather compact structure. As with Hlllebrandt and
collaborators (1985), we find a detonation wive. Initiated by collapse before the ihDck forns,
and aovlnr out ahead of the shock. This detonation vave Is eventually overtaken by tine
shock. Is further etiangrs In the EOS »nd refining of the Initial model eventually produce an
explosion, It will certainly not be vigorous. United In energy to perhaps a feu tenths of a
foe or l.is. This state of affairs nay be consistent vlt'h observations on the Crab.

The subnltted nanuacrlpt has been authored under contract EE-ACD2-76CHD0O16 with the U.S.
Departount of Energy. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free
license to publish or reproduce the published lorn of this contribution, or allow others to «lo
•o, for U.S. Government purposes.
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